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Thank you for buying this type of arbitrary waveform generator Protek GD-1000N Series 

Please read the manual carefully before operation and keep it well. 

  

Note：In this document, there may be technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. 

This document can only be used as a guide to use apparatus. 

Security considerations 

Please read the following notes to avoid damage to the human body and prolong the service life of the 

apparatus. In order to prevent the possible danger, this product can only be used within the prescribed scope. It 

can only be repaired by professional technical personnel. 

To prevent fire or damage to the human body 

·Use appropriate power line. Can only use the special power line conforms to the use of the country. 

·Products grounding. This product through the power line grounding, conductor grounding, and grounding 

conductor must connect with the ground. Ground point of the front panel should be connected with the apparatus 

to prevent electric shock and protect human safety. You should confirm the connecting of ground point and the 

ground before connecting with any plug. 

Ⅰ 
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·Please do not operate when the cover plate or panel is opened. If the cover plate or panel is open, do not 

operate the product. 

·Use appropriate fuse. You can only use the fuse in accordance with the product rule type and rated value. 

· Do not operate in any suspected fault. If you suspect this product is damaged, please let the professional 

repair personnel check it. 

·Proper ventilation. Please don't operate in wet environment. Maintain surface of the product clean and dry. 
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This product may be marked as following。 

No. Sign Explanation No. Sign Explanation 

1  DC 7  OFF（power supply） 

2 ～ AC 8 ＋、－ positive /negative pole 

3  grounding 9  Caution electric shock 

4  protective ground 10 ! Caution 

5  control element 11  press push switch in  

6  ON（power supply） 12  press push switch out 
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I．Brief introduction 
 

It produces a stable, accurate and low distortion of the output signal by using technology of 

direct digital synthesis (DDS). Practicality, outstanding technical indicators and multifunctional 

properties of this arbitrary waveform generator, can help users to complete the task faster, better.  

It provides users with a simple and clear front panel, humanized keyboard layout and 

instructions, a rich interface, intuitive graphical user interface and simplified procedure, then the 

users an skilled use it without spending a lot of time to learn and be familiar with the signal 

generator. Internal AM, FM, ASK, FSK and PSK modulated make the apparatus can be easily 

modulated waveform, without the need for a separate modulation source. USB users can quickly 

add and shift waveform.  

 

II．Features 
 

1．With DDS digital synthesis technology, you can obtain accurate, stable, low distortion output 

signal . 

2．3.5’ TFT LED Color LCD display 

3．180MSa/s sampling rate，12bit resolution 

4．frequency characteristic： 

Sine wave：      1μHz ～ 5MHz / 1μHz ～ 40MHz   

Square wave：    1μHz ～ 5MHz     

Sawtooth wave：  1mHz ～ 1MHz      
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Pulse wave：     1μHz ～ 3MHz       

Random waveform：1mHz ～ 1MHz       

5．Output waveform：Sine wave, square wave, sawtooth wave, pulse wave, yawp, exponential 

increase, exponential decline, Sine wave, and some other waveforms,33 kinds of waveforms in 

total. 

6．With a wealth of modulation function, output various modulation waveform: 

amplitude modulation（AM）, frequency modulation（FM）, amplitude shift keying（ASK）, 

frequency shift keying（FSK）, phase shift keying（PSK）, sweep frequency（SWEEP）, burst

（Burst）. 

7．Various input / output: waveforms output, the synchronization signal output, the external 

modulation source, the external trigger input. 

8．Support plug and play USB storage device.  

9．Programmable interface： RS232（Option） 
 

III．Quick Start 
 

General inspection 

When you get a new product, we recommend you check instrument following the steps:  

 

1． Check whether it is damaged caused by transport. 

If it is found that the packaging carton or plastic protective pad is damaged, please reserve 

until the machine and accessories through the electrical performance and mechanical test. 
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2．Check the attachment 

You can check whether there is a lack of attachment with reference to random packing list. If 

lacking attachment or it is damaged, please contact the dealer or the local offices. 

 

3. Check complete machine。 

If it is found that the instrument appearance of instrument broken, instrument does not work 

properly, or failed to pass the test, please contact the dealer which is responsible for the business or 

the local office. 

If the equipment is damaged due to transportation, please pay attention to keep the packaging. 

Notice the transportation department and the distributor which is responsible for this business, local 

office will arrange repair or replacement for you. 

4. Function and operation of front, rear panel 

It provides users with a simple and functional clear panel to complete basic operations. The 

front panel includes a knob and a function key. Menu operation key is a column of 7 blue, white 

buttons on the right side of the screen. By using them, you can choose different options for the 

menu. Other keys are function keys, number keys, direction keys. By using them, you can enter a 

different function menu or direct access to a specific function application. The back panel has a 

signal input, output ports, can help the user to have more abundant arbitrary waveform；The rear 

panel interface, to meet the needs of users on a variety of interface communication 
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Figure 1：description of front panel function 
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Figure 2: description of rear panel function 
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Figure3: explanatory drawing of display interface（Default display of system boot is sine wave） 
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5. Acquaint operational key： 

The instrument panel has a total of 34 keys divided into 5 categories. Function keys, menu 

option keys, digital input keys, direction keys, and CHA, CHB (A, B) signal output control switch.  

By using them, you can enter a different function menu or direct access to a specific function 

application. 

 

5.1 Using waveform selection keys 

Use the keystroke of sine wave（Sine）,waveform window displays the sine wave signal. Set 

the frequency /cycle, amplitude, offset, phase and other parameters，can output sine wave of 

different parameter values . 
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Figure 4: display interface of sine wave (Sine) 

 

 

The waveform figure 4 shows is the signal parameters of system default: the frequency of 1 kHz, 

amplitude of 1.0Vpp, offset is 0Vdc. 
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5.2   Use the keystroke of square wave（Square）,waveform window displays the square wave 

signal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: display interface of square wave（Square） 

 

Figure 5 shows the system default parameters: the frequency of 1 kHz, amplitude is 1 Vpp, the 

offset is 0Vdc, and the ratio is 50%. 
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5.3  Use the keystroke of ramp wave（Ramp）,waveform window displays the ramp wave signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6: display interface of ramp wave（Ramp） 

Figure 6 shows the system default signal parameters: the frequency of 1 kHz, amplitude is 1 Vpp, 

the offset is 0Vdc, and symmetry is 50%. 
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5.4  Use the keystroke of pulse wave（Pulse）,waveform window displays the ramp wave signal. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: display interface of pulse wave（Pulse） 

 

 

The waveform figure 7 shows is the signal parameters of system default: the frequency of 1 kHz, 

amplitude is 1 Vpp, offset is 0 Vdc, the ratio is 50%. 
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5.5  Use the keystroke of Arbitrary wave（Arb）,waveform window displays the arbitrary wave 

signal. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: display interface of arbitrary wave（Arb） 

 

The waveform figure 8 shows is the signal parameters of system default：the waveform is Sin ( x ) / x, 

frequency is 3 kHz, amplitude is 1 Vpp, the offset is 0 Vdc. 
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Mod

6. Setting of modulation, scanning, pulse string and so on 

Shown below, the operating panel has six keys, are expressed as modulation，storage / reading, 

scanning, auxiliary, pulse string and application settings. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: modulation, storing / reading, scanning, auxiliary, burst, application keys 

 

The following description leads you to be familiar with these functions setting. 

6.1 Use the keystroke of modulation（Mod）：output modulation waveform. 

In the modulation mode, by setting the modulation frequency, modulation depth, type of 

modulation, modulation waveform and the selection of signal source, to change the modulation 

output waveform. 
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It can use AM, FM, FSK, ASK, PSK to modulate waveform. The sine wave, square wave, 

sawtooth or arbitrary waveform can be modulated (not modulated pulse, noise and DC). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10: display interface of modulation waveform  
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6.2 Use the keystroke of storing / reading（Store/Recall）：store/recall arbitrary waveform data and 

configuration information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11: display interface of storage / reading  
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〈Native menu〉 

Read menu: Read the file name as a parameter display in the LCD and output signal, If the file 

name is empty, do not read any argument and returns the last mode, file name is selected by the 

knob, the file name is 0 ~ 9; Press the store menu once, the input file name, file name from 0 to 9, 

press the store menu twice, store all the parameters of current mode. 

Delete menu: Delete all parameters of the file name, if the file name is empty, we will not 

remove it, the file name can be selected by the knob, the file name is 0 ~ 9;（Note: the operating 

sequence of local read and delete menu: through the knob to select the file name, click to read or 

delete menu. 

The operating sequence of store menu: Press the store menu once, by using digital key to input 

file name (0 ~ 9), then press the store menu again, when the file name is empty we do not store.) 

U disk: The file name is fixed to the 3.bin, press the read menu will read out the waveform data 

of 3.bin files in the U disk and store it in the microcomputer; store menu will store the current 

waveform data in the U disk 3.bin file; delete menu will remove U disk 3.bin file. 
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6.3 Use the keystroke of scan（Sweep）: to scan the sine wave, square wave, sawtooth or arbitrary 

waveform (not allowed to scan pulse, noise and DC). 

In the scanning mode, this arbitrary waveform generator changes the output from the initial 

frequency to the termination frequency specified in the scanning time. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12: display interface of sweep waveform 
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6.4 Use the keystroke of assistant (Utility): set the function of auxiliary system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13: display interface of auxiliary system 

 

Realization：1、CHA, CHB two channel coupling; frequency difference, the phase difference; reference source 

selection; coupled switch; 

2、Synchronous TTL output switch.. 
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6.5 Use the keystroke of pulse string (Burst): Can produce sine wave, square wave, sawtooth wave, 

pulse wave or output of pulse waveform of arbitrary waveform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14: display interface of pulse string waveform 
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6.6 Use the keystroke of application (APP): Factory settings, for service and maintenance, do not 

for users. 

7.  Digital input of front panel 

7.1 Key figures for the waveform parameter setting directly change the value of parameter. 

7.2 In the direction key, left, right key for different digital switching. 

7.3 The right side of the screen with six blue blank key and a white blank key, function of blue key 

is menu option key,（the manual defines the option key turn from upper to lower for option 1 keys to 

option 7 keys) change with different options menu. White keys for the Cancel button, to cancel the 

current input values. 

IV．Basic operation 

The following example illustrates the basic method of operation, can be used to meet the 

general needs, if you encounter problems or more complex uses, can read the fifth part the 

corresponding part in the instruction for use. 

1. Single frequency A Road, Single frequency B Road 
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According to the right of the screen option 1 key, select function” A single frequency" or" B 

single frequency". 

1.1 waveform selection of A road: select sine 

Frequency setting of A road: set the frequency value 10kHz 

In options 2, select" frequency", enter the number 10, press the option key 5, select "kHz. 

Frequency adjustment of A road: turn the knob left, right can adjust frequency arbitrarily. 

Other options are also available data knob, no longer repeat. 

Cycle setting of A road: set the cycle value 10ms. 

Press menu option keys 2; select “cycle", enter the number 10, press the option key 4, selecting 

unit key "ms". 

Amplitude setting of A road: set the peak to peak 1.5Vpp 

Press option 3 the amplitude key, type the number 1. 5, press the option key 4, selecting unit 

key "Vpp". 

Offset setting of A road: setting DC offset value 1Vdc 

Press option key 4," offset", enter the number 1, press the + / - key, press the option key 4, 
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selecting unit key "Vdc". 

Phase setting of A road: set A road signal phase is 90 degrees. 

Press option key 5, select the “phase", enter the number 90, and press the option key 6, 

selecting unit key"。". 

2. Modulation output of A road 

2.1 Amplitude（AM）modulation output 

Press the Mod key, the interface displayed on the AM, FM, ASK, FSK, PSK, modulation type, 

press the option key 2 AM, A AM, can be modulated by sine, square wave, sawtooth wave or 

arbitrary waveforms and selection of signal source, to change the modulation output waveform. 

Modulation frequency setting: setting the modulation frequency value 500Hz. 

Type the number 500, press the option key 5, selecting unit key "Hz". 

Amplitude modulation depth setting: setting modulation depth value 100%. 

Press option key 3, select” amplitude modulation depth", enter the number 100, press the 

option key 6, selecting unit key" %". 
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2.2 Frequency（FM）modulation output 

Press the Mod key, the interface displayed on the AM, FM, ASK, FSK, PSK, modulation type,  

Press option key 3, A FM, can be modulated by sine, square wave, sawtooth wave or arbitrary 

waveforms and selection of signal source, to change the modulation output waveform. 

Modulation frequency setting: setting the modulation frequency value 100 kHz 

Press option key 2, select “frequency modulation", enter the number 100, press the option key 

5, selecting unit key "kHz". 

 

2.3 Amplitude Shift Keying（ASK）output of A road 
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Figure 15: display interface of Amplitude Shift Keying（ASK）output 

 

Press the Mod key; select A ASK, interface display carrier frequency, amplitude, frequency, 

time interval, modulation type.  

Carrier frequency setting: setting the value of the carrier frequency 1 kHz. 
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Press option key 2, type the number 1, press the option key 5, selecting unit key "kHz". 

Press the option key 2, select the “frequency", enter the number 1, selecting unit key "kHz".  

Carrier amplitude setting: set the carrier amplitude value 1Vpp. 

Press option key 3, select “amplitude", enter the number 1; press the option key 4, selecting 

unit key "Vpp". 

Jump amplitude setting: setting the jump frequency value 1Vpp. 

Press the option key 2, select" jump range", enters the number 1, press the option key 4, select 

unit key "Vpp". 

Interval time setting: setting jump interval time 3ms. 

Press the option key 5, select the “interval", enter the number 3, press the option key 4, select 

unit key "ms". 

2.4 Frequency shift（FSK）output of A road 

Press the Mod key; select A road FSK, interface display carrier frequency, amplitude, 

frequency, time interval, modulation type. 
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Setting of carrier frequency, amplitude and time interval is similar to the function of “A road 

ASK” 

Jump frequency setting: setting jump amplitude value 1 kHz. 

Press the option key 4, select the “frequency", enter the number 1, select unit key "kHz". 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: display interface of Frequency shift（FSK）output 
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2.5 Phase shift (PSK) output of A road 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: display interface of Phase shift（FSK）output 

Press the Mod key; select A PSK, interface display carrier frequency, amplitude, frequency, 

time interval, modulation type. Setting carrier frequency, amplitude and time interval is similar to 

the function of “A road FSK”. 
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Jump phase setting: setting the jump phase value of 180 degrees. 

Press the option key 4, select" jump phase", enter the number 180, press the option key 6, select unit 

key"。". 

3. External modulation setting 

Press Mod button，and option 5 key, select "Internal modulation", "external modulation" to 

switch. 

4. Frequency sweep output 

Press Sweep button，scan sine, square, Sawtooth, or arbitrary waveform. 

Select” A road sweep”. 

Press option 2 key，select "Linear sweep" or "logarithmic sweep." 

4.1 Linear sweep： 

Frequency setting：Set the starting point frequency to 10kHz, Press option 3 key, select 

"starting frequency", type the number 10, Press option 5 key, select the unit key "kHz". 

Setting the end frequency to 50KHz, Press option 4 key, select the "end frequency", type the 

number 50, Press option 5 key, select the unit key "kHz". 

Set "interval time", 10ms. "Interval time" turn to yellow, type the number 10, Press option 4 

key, select the unit key "ms". 
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After the setting of scan starting point frequency and end frequency, the interval time of each 

frequency step can be set required to the scan speed. The smaller the interval time is, the faster 

scanning speed is. The greater the interval time is, the slower the scanning speeds is. Values of 

interval time can be set by numeric keys or knob. 

4.2 Logarithmic sweep： 
The start frequency, end frequency and interval time setting are similar to linear sweep. 

Note: The end frequency value must be greater than the starting point of the frequency, or can not sweep. 

5. Burst output 

Press Burst button，select to set "Rising, falling" trigger of the signal. 

Number of cycles: set number of cycles 5CYc, period 20ms. 

Press option 3 key，select“Number of cycles”，enter number5, select CYc。 

Press option 4 key，select period，enter number 20, select the unit key “ms”. 

6. single-frequency of B road 

Press option1 key; select the "single-frequency of B road" function. Operation function and 

parameter setting of B road are similar to A Road. 

7. Initialize state        

Initialize state after turn on the instrument as follow: 
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Figure 18 the initialized interface 

Ⅴ．Instructions for use 
1. Menu 

Menu for the operation is at the right of the screen. If there is a triangle on the right of the 

menu, it indicates that the menu has a number of options, press a select key can cycle through the 

menu items. If the menu is without a triangle that indicates the menu only has one option. 

 

2. Parameter display 
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Parameter display area is below the waveform pictures at the left of the screen, parameter 

values using a variety of colors to make the display easy to distinguish. Parameter display is divided 

into the following five areas: 

“Frequency” area: Displays frequency or cycle of the signal. 

 

 “Amplitude” area: display amplitude of the output signal. Because frequency, amplitude, offset 

are main parameters used frequently of the signal, which use large number of digital to make the 

display more visible. A road Parameters area: display current waveform, function and related 

parameters of A road. B road parameters area: display the current waveform, functions and related 

parameters of B road. 

 

3. Data input 

If a parameter is selected means the parameter values can be modified. Ten numeric keys to 

input data from left to right by the way of shift. Data can be with a decimal point, if more than one 

decimal point is entered in one entry, only the first decimal point is valid. In the "offset" function, 

you can enter a negative number. Use the number keys just writing numbers into show area, then 

the data does not take effect, when the data input is completed, you must press the unit key as the 

end and the input data began to take effect. If the data input is wrong, there are two methods to 

correct. First press 7 select button to cancel, second press the arrow keys to cancel, then re-enter 

data. You can input data with any decimal point and unit key, the instrument will display the data 

with a fixed format. 

 

4. Knob adjustment 
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In practice, sometimes need to select the waveform or parameters to adjust, then you can use 

the digital adjustment knob. For the known data, the most convenient way is use the number keys to 

enter, and no matter how much the data changed can be once in place. There is no data produced in 

the middle of transitivity, which is necessary in some applications. Modify the local part of data has 

been entered, or enter the continuous changes data for observation, use the knob is the most 

convenient way. Operator has flexible options according to different application requirements. 
 

5. Single Frequency output 

Press Option 1 button to select A single-frequency function. 

 

5.1 Frequency setting of A road 

Press Option 2 button to select “frequency”. The current frequency value turn to green, you can 

use the number keys or knobs to input the frequency value. Port of “Output A” will output the 

signal of that frequency. 
 

5.2 Cycle setting of A road 

A road signals can also be set and displayed in the form of cycle values. Select option 2 button 

and choose “frequency” then switch to "cycle". Enter the cycle value by numeric keypad or knob. 

Due to the limit of the frequency’s low resolution, when the cycle is long, only output some 

frequency points with larger periodic interval, although the setting and display of the cycle value is 

accurate, the actual cycle value of the output signal may differ, this should be aware of in the use. 
 

5.3 Amplitude setting of A road 
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Press option 3 key, select the "peak" or "valid", input amplitude values by number keys or the 

knob, “Output A” will output the signal of this amplitude. A Road amplitude value input and 

displayed in two formats: peak (Vpp) and RMS (Vrms). Press the unit key Vpp or mVpp after the 

data inputted can enter and display amplitude peak. Press the unit key Vrms or mVrms after the data 

inputted can input and display amplitude valid. Although the amplitude value has two formats, 

within the instrument are work on peak-way, only do the conversion when input and display the 

data. Due to the limited of range resolution, the amplitude value inputted with two formats may be 

some differences after the conversion. For example, when input peak 1Vpp of sine wave, converted 

to a valid value is 0.353Vrms, while input RMS 0.353Vrms, converted to a peak is 0.998Vpp, but 

the difference is generally within the error range. 
 

5.4 Output load 

 Amplitude setting is calibrated at the output open circuit, the actual voltage value of the output 

load is the set value of the amplitude multiplied the divider ratio of the load impedance and output 

impedance; The instrument's output impedance is approximately 50Ω. When the load impedance is 

large enough, the divider ratio close to 1, the voltage loss of the output impedance is negligible, the 

actual voltage of output load close to the set amplitude value. But when the load impedance is small, 

the voltage loss of the output impedance is not ignored, the actual voltage of the load and the 

amplitude set value is not consistent, and this should be noted. 

 
A road and B road output all have overvoltage protection and over-current protection, but still 

should try to prevent from short-circuit when output voltage is instant intrusion, so as not to cause 

potential harm to the instrument. 
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5.5 Amplitude flatness 

 If the output frequency is less than 1MHz, the amplitude-frequency characteristic of the output 

signal is flat. If the output frequency is greater than 10MHz, the match characteristics of the output 

amplitude and load will make the flatness of the amplitude-frequency characteristics a little 

different. 
 

5.6 offset setting of A road 

In some application, we need to make the output of the AC signal contains certain DC 

component, make the signal has DC offset. Press Option 4 key, select the "DC offset", the current 

offset into the yellow display, numeric keypad or knob can be used to input offset value, the signal 

of "Output A" port will have the set DC offset. 
 
Note: The sum of half the amplitude value of the output signal and the absolute value of offset 

should be less than 10V, to ensure that the signal peak after the offset does not exceed ± 10V, or 

will cause clipping distortion. 

 
To do DC offset adjustment to the output signal, use adjustment knob is much more 

convenient than use the number keys. Customary, regardless of the current DC offset is positive or 

negative, to the right DC level rise, and to the left DC level down, pass zero, the offset value sign 

can be automatically changed. 
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5.7 Waveform Selection 

 A road with 35 waveforms, the common used waveform can be directly selected by waveform 

selection key. 

35 waveform of A road are：NO0：Sine wave、NO1：Square wave、NO2：Triang wave、

NO3：Up ramp wave、NO4：Down ramp wave、NO5：Pos-pulse wave、NO6：Neg-pulse wave、

NO7：Tri-pulse wave、NO8：Up stair wave、NO9：Down stair wave、NO10：Pos-DC wave、

NO11：Neg-DC wave、NO12：All sine wave、NO13：Half sine wave、NO14：Limit sine wave、

NO15：Gate sine wave、NO16：Squar-root wave、NO17：Exponent wave、NO18：Logarithm wave、

NO19：Half round wave、NO20：Tangent wave、NO21：Sin(x)/x、NO22：Noise、NO23：Bidir-SCR、

NO24：Duty 10%、NO25：Duty 90%、NO26：Po -bipulse、NO27：Ne-bipulse、NO28：Trapezia 

wave、NO29：Cosine wave、NO30：To be determined、NO31：To be determined、NO32、pulse 

wave、NO33：To be determined、NO34：To be determined. 

NO30、NO31、NO33：NO34 are aside storage space can be written fixed-function waveform 

according to the special requirements of users. 

6. Common Waveform Selection 

    Sine wave、Square wave、Triang wave、pulse wave、Sin(x)/x wave 

Single-frequency of B road: waveform steps, methods are similar to "A Road". 

7. Modulation (Mod) signal output 
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Press the Mod button, select "A Road AM". "Output A" port will output amplitude modulation 

signal. 

7.1 Modulation frequency setting 

 Press option 2 key, select the "modulation frequency", modulation frequency becomes yellow, use 

numeric keys or knob to input value of modulation frequency. Generally speaking, the carrier 

frequency should be more than ten times higher than the modulation frequency 

7.2 AM depth settings 

Press options 3 key, select "AM depth", AM depth values into yellow, can enter AM depth 

value with the number keys or knob. In order to transmit the modulated signal without distortion, 

AM depth value should be normally under 50%. 

7.3 modulation waveform setting 

 Press Option 4 key, select the "modulation waveform", the serial number of A road waveform 

display into yellow, input he serial number of A road waveform with numeric keypad or knob to set 

the waveform of the modulation signal. 

8．ASK 

Press Option 4 key, select the "A Road ASK", "Output A" port will output the signal of ASK. 

The amplitude of the output signal is the alternating value of carrier and hopping amplitude, two 

amplitude alternating intervals can be set. 

8.1 Carrier amplitude setting 
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Press option 3 key; select "Carrier amplitude ", Carrier amplitude changes to yellow, use 

numeric keys or knob to input the value of carrier amplitude. Amplitude shift keying, A road signal 

as the carrier signal, Carrier amplitude is the first amplitude value of A road. 

8.2 Transition amplitude setting 

 Press Option 4 key, select the "transition rate", transition amplitude into yellow, and use number 

keys or the knob to enter the value of the transition amplitude. Transition amplitude is the second 

value of A road signal. 

8.3 Interval time setting 

 Press option 5 key, select the "interval time", interval time value into yellow, use number keys or 

the knob to set the intervals time of two alternating amplitude. 

9. FSK 

Press option 5 key; select "A Road FSK", "Output A" port will output the signal of FSK. The 

frequency of the output signal is the alternating value of carrier and hopping frequency, two 

alternating frequency intervals can be set. 

9.1 Carrier frequency setting 

 Press option 2 key, select the "carrier frequency", Carrier frequency value becomes yellow, use 

numeric keys or knob to input the value of carrier frequency. Frequency shift keying, A road signal 

as the carrier signal, carrier frequency is the first frequency value of A road. 

9.2 Carrier amplitude setting 
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Press the options 3 key; select the "Carrier amplitude", Carrier amplitude value changes to yellow, 

use numeric keys or knob to input the value of carrier amplitude. Frequency shift keying, A road 

signal as the carrier signal, carrier amplitude signal is the first amplitude value of A road. 

9.3 Hopping frequency setting 

 Press option 4 key, select the “hopping frequency " hopping frequency into yellow, use number 

keys or the knob to enter the value of the hopping frequency. The value of hopping frequency is the 

second frequency value of A road. 

9.4 Interval time setting 

 Press option 5 key, select the "interval", interval time value into yellow, use number keys or the 

knob to set the interval time of two alternating frequency value. 

10 PSK 

 Press options 6 key, select the "A Road PSK", "Output A" port will output the signal of PSK. The 

phase of the output signal is the alternating value of the reference and hop phase, two-phase 

alternating intervals can be set. 

10.1 jumping disguised bit Setting 

 Press option 4 key, select the "hopping phase", hopping phase value into yellow, use the number 

keys or the knob to enter the value of hopping phase. The resolution of hopping phase is 11.25 °. 

10.2 Interval time setting 

 Press option 5 key, select the "interval time", interval time value into yellow, and use number keys 
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or the knob to set the interval time of two-phase alternating value. 

10.3 PSK observation 

 As the PSK signals continuously change the phase, the oscilloscope is not easy to sync and can not 

observe a stable waveform. If set the frequency of B road and carrier frequency of PSK to the same 

value, using a dual trace oscilloscope, with the B road trigger signals as synchronization signals can 

observe a stable phase-shift keying waveform. 

In order to express process of PSK intuitive and make it easy to understand. The operating 

conditions are: the value of the cycle of the carrier signal is strict equal to the value of two-phase 

alternating interval time, hopping phase is equal to 180 °, and hop when the phase is 0 °. Practical 

application is difficult to meet these conditions at the same time. If we set the carrier frequency to 

1Hz, the interval time to 1s, hopping phase to 180 °, can observe the waveform similar to the 

diagram on oscilloscope, but because the actual interval time is not strictly equal to the carrier cycle, 

this waveform can only remain a short time. Adjust the interval time to make it closer to the carrier 

cycle and can make the waveform stay longer. 

11 External modulation sources 

 Frequency modulation and amplitude modulation can use an external modulation signal, rear panel 

has a "Modulation In" port, and you can introduce an external modulation signal. The frequency of 

external modulation signal and the frequency of carrier signal should be adapted; amplitude of 

external modulation should be adjusted based on the requirements of the FM deviation, the greater 

the amplitude of the external modulation is, the bigger the FM deviation is. When use external 

modulation, we should set "FM depth" to 0, and turn off the internal modulation signal, otherwise it 
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will affect the normal operation of the external modulation. Similarly, if you use the internal 

modulation, should set "FM depth" value, and should remove the external modulation signal on the 

rear panel, otherwise it will affect the normal operation of the internal modulation. 

Press option 5 key, select the "external modulation", the internal modulation signal automatically 

turn off. Input adapt to the frequency of the carrier signal. 

 

  Amplitude of the external modulation signal should be adjusted based on frequency modulation 

deviation and amplitude modulation, the greater the amplitude of the external modulation is, the 

bigger the FM deviation or AM depth are. When use external modulation, frequency modulation 

depth or amplitude modulation depth can not be set using the keyboard. 

12 program control (RS232) 

 As an option, we generally not support to the user. If users need, please contact your dealer or 

contact the local office of the LvYang Group. 

 Note: "B Road" only has single-frequency output, without a variety of modulation waveforms. 

 

Ⅵ．Technical Specifications (GD-1005N,GD-1012N,GD-1022N,GD-1042N) 

A road 

Frequency characteristics of waveform 

Length                  4～16000 bits 

Amplitude resolution                 12bits 
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Sample rate                  100MSa/S 

Frequency range of waveform  

Sine wave 1μHz～Max 20MHz (5,10,20MHz Model)/ 1μHz～40MHz (40MHz) 

Square wave                  1μHz～5MHz 

Sawtooth wave                  1mHz～1MHz 

Pulse wave                  500μHz～3MHz 

Arbitrary wave                  1mHz～1MHz 

Characteristics of sine wave 

Total harmonic 

distortion （1Vpp） 

DC ～ 100KHz ：-60dBc；100KHz ～ 1MHz：-50dBc； 

1MHz ～ 10MHz：-35dBc 

Non-harmonic distortion DC～ 1MHz ：-50dBc 

Characteristics of square wave 

Rise About 20ns 

Overshoot About 10% 

Duty 0%～100% 

Characteristics of sawtooth wave 

Line ≤0.1% of peak ；（typical value 1KHz，1VPP， symmetry 100%） 

Symmetry                        0%～100% 

Characteristics of pulse wave 
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Overshoot                     About 10% 

Characteristics of  amplitude output 

 

50Ω 2mVpp ~ 10Vpp(1µHz~20MHz); 2mVpp~5Vpp(20MHz~40MHz) 

Open circuit 4mVpp～20Vpp(1µHz~20MHz); 4mVpp～10Vpp(20MHz~40MHz); 

Accuracy ±1%+2mVrms；((high impedance，RMS，frequency 1kHz） 

Offset feature 

Range ±10V(high impedance）： 

Resolution 20mV 

accuracy ±（1%+20mV） 

AM  modulation 

Carrier Sine, Square, Sawtooth , Pulse,  Arbitrary 

Type Internal or external 

AM depth 0%～120% 

Modulation frequency 5Hz～50KHz 

  

FM modulation 

Carrier Sine, Square, Sawtooth , Pulse,  Arbitrary 
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Modulation frequency 5Hz～50KHz 

FM deviation DC～20 MHz 

Keying characteristics 

ASK Set carrier amplitude and transition amplitude arbitrary  

FSK Set carrier frequency and transition frequency arbitrary 

PSK Transition phase：0～360°；resolution：11.25° 

Sweep characteristics 

Carrier             Sine, Square, Sawtooth , Pulse,  Arbitrary 

Type Linear or logarithmic 

 

Range  Set starting and end point arbitrary 

Time interval 50ns ～ 60s 

Pulse string 

Carrier  Sine, Square, Sawtooth , Pulse,  Arbitrary 

Cycle number 1～50000CYC 

Initial phase 0～360° 

DC offset 

Range      ±10V (high impendence） ； resolution：20mV 
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Accuracy  ±（1%+20mV） 

Characteristic of sync output 

Output amplitude 5V 

Frequency  1μHz～2MHz 

B road 

frequency range of the waveform 

sine wave            1μHz～20MHz( 20MHz); 1μHz～40MHz (40MHz) 

Square wave 1μHz～5MHz 

 

AM  modulation 

Carrier Sine, Square, Sawtooth , Pulse,  Arbitrary 

Type Internal or external 

AM depth 0%～120% 

Modulation 

frequency 
5Hz～50KHz 

FM modulation 

Carrier Sine, Square, Sawtooth , Pulse,  Arbitrary 

Modulation 5Hz～50KHz 
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frequency 

FM deviation DC～20 MHz 

Keying characteristics 

ASK Set carrier amplitude and transition amplitude arbitrary  

FSK Set carrier frequency and transition frequency arbitrary 

PSK Transition phase：0～360°；resolution：11.25° 

Sweep characteristics 

Carrier            Sine, Square, Sawtooth , Pulse,  Arbitrary 

Type Linear or logarithmic 

 

sawtooth wave 1mHz～1MHz 

pulse wave 500μHz～3MHz 

arbitrary wave 1mHz～1MHz 

Characteristics of sine wave 

Total harmonic 

distortion (1Vpp) 

DC～100KHz ：-60dBc；100KHz～ 1MHz：-50dBc；1MHz～ 10MHz：

-35dBc 

Non-harmonic DC～ 1MHz： -50dBc 
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distortion 

Characteristics of square wave 

Rising time About 20ns 

Up rush  About 12% 

Duty Cycle 0%～100% 

Characteristics of sawtooth wave 

Linear ≤0.1% of peak;（ typical value 1KHz，1VPP， symmetry 

100%） 

Symmetry 0%～100% 

Characteristics 

Overshoot  About 12% 

 

Characteristics of amplitude output 

Amplitude 4mVpp～5Vpp 

Accuracy  ±1%+2mVrms；(high impendence ，，RMS，frequency 1kHz） 

Characteristics of offset 

Range ±2.5V： 

Resolution 20mV 
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Accuracy ±（1%+20mV） 

 

6.1．Power supply 

Voltage：AC220V (1±10%) 

Frequency：50 Hz（1±5%） 

Consumption：<20VA 

 

6.2．Environmental conditions 

Temperature：0～40℃，humidity：<80% 

 

6.3．Display type 
TFT  LCD. 

 

6.4．size 
   235mm×123mm×300mm 

 

6.5．Weight：about 3kg 
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Ⅶ．Accessories 

●Power cord meet the standards of the host country                  1 

●BNC-BNC test Cable                                         1 

●《Instruction Manual》                                       1 
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Copyright and Declaration 
 

Copyright 

GS instruments. CO., LTD. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Trademark Information 

Protek is the registered trademark of GS instruments CO., LTD. 

 

Declaration 

Protek products are protected by patent law in and outside of S.K.R 

Protek reserves the right to modify or change parts of or all the specifications or pricing 

policies at company’s sole decision. 

Information in this publication replaces all previously corresponding material. 

Any way of copying, extracting or translating the contents of this manual is not allowed 

without the permission of Protek 
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Product Certification 

 

Protek guarantees this product conforms to the national and industrial stands in Korea 

and other international stands conformance certification is in progress. 

 

 

Contact Us 

If you have any problem or requirement when using our products, please contact 

GS instruments Co.,Ltd 

Address : 70, Gilpa-ro 71 Beon-gil, Nam-gu Incheon, Korea 

TEL : +82-32-870-5656 

FAX : +82-32-870-5640 

E-mail : isale@gsinstrument.com 

Web : www.gsinstrument.com 

      www.gsi-protek.com 
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